
T  he SlimFast® Plan is clinically proven to help you lose 
weight and keep it off. Enjoy delicious shakes and snacks 
while losing weight. It’s as easy as 1-2-3! Just grab a shake 

for breakfast, a shake for lunch, then have a sensible meal for 
dinner—and enjoy SlimFast snacks in between to satisfy 
cravings. It’s that simple! 

Staci  
ShootS for 
reSultS

Joann StrutS  
her Stuff  

hazely tanS with  
confidenceInsIder

The LaTesT sLIMFasT® News

you too can loSe weiGht! 

deborah’S weiGht 
loSS MakeS ShoppinG 
fun aGain

yeS they did!

“SlimFaSt iS 
convenient and  
taSteS great! it’S  
alSo a quick and  
eaSy meal.”
Working the night shift 
as an ICU nurse, 
Danielle had trouble 
finding a diet plan that 
fits her busy schedule. 
Now with the simple 
SlimFast Plan, she looks 
forward to a happy and 
healthy lifestyle.  
See her story at  
SlimFast.com/Danielle

“SlimFaSt iS So convenient  
that you never have an 
excuSe to cheat!”
Deborah is a mother  
who has always struggled 
with her weight, but she 
got her life back with  
SlimFast! See her story at
SlimFast.com/Deborah

loSt 63 
poundS  

and 36 incheS*
and kept  

it off!

a new life for 
danielle

loSt 25 
poundS  

and 14 incheS*
and kept  

it off!

loSt 30 
poundS  

and 16 incheS*
and kept  

it off!

loSt 35 
poundS  

and 20 incheS*
and kept  

it off!

loSt 40 
poundS  

and 20 incheS*
and kept  

it off!

“eating healthy  
and exerciSing 
while on the road 
iS hard, but it’S not 
impoSSible with  
the SlimFaSt plan!”
As a busy traveling 
professional, Staci 
was stuck with eating 
unhealthy meals on 
the go. The SlimFast 
Plan fit perfectly  
into her schedule, 
and she lost weight 
doing it! See her 
story at  
SlimFast.com/Staci

“SlimFaSt haS completely 
changed my liFe—i Feel 
amazing!”
Owning a business and being a 
stay-at-home mom made it a 
challenge for Hazely to keep  
in shape. The SlimFast Plan  
helped her get her body  
back. See her story at  
SlimFast.com/Hazely

“i Started the 
SlimFaSt plan and my 
liFe haS changed 
becauSe oF it! there’S 
no more room For 
excuSeS.”
Joann decided to alter 
her unhealthy lifestyle 
after getting married 
and wanting a family. 
With the SlimFast® plan, 
it was easy for her to 
make better choices 
and lose the weight!
See her story at 
SlimFast.com/Joann

* Deborah, Staci, Joann, Danielle, and Hazely used the 
SlimFast Plan for 26 weeks and were remunerated.  
Results not typical. Read label prior to use. Check with 
your doctor if nursing, pregnant, under 18, or following  
a doctor-prescribed diet.

193
poundS

total weiGht loSt:

and they  
kept it off!
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